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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Juneau is home to world-class outdoor recreation opportunities, including Nordic skiing. 

The number of Nordic skiers in Juneau has been rapidly increasing with memberships in 

the Juneau Nordic Ski Club (JNSC) expanding from 125 members in 2016 to nearly 1000 

members by 2021.  We attribute much of this growth to the regular and consistent trail 

grooming efforts of Juneau Nordic Ski Club; demand now often exceeds trail capacity - 

especially on multi-use trails. The warming climate also means that over time the trails at 

sea level are becoming less reliable due to diminished snowfall, requiring trail 

development at higher elevations to meet the local interest and demand for Nordic 

skiing.   

The Juneau Nordic Ski Club (JNSC), in collaboration with partners, is working to realize 

its mission of “Getting more people on skis more often on more connected kilometers”.  

We realize that in order for others to understand the growing needs of Nordic skiers in 

Juneau, our planning efforts would benefit from a systematic and accurate list of existing 

Nordic trails and grooming information, and a thoughtful list of five and ten-year trail 

development goals for Nordic skiing.  The JNSC thus proposes the following:  

● Five-year goals include the addition of 15 km or more of ski trails by 2025, largely 

through the development of new trails and the interconnection of Mendenhall 

Lake/Campground, Montana Creek, and Spaulding Meadows (MMS) trail systems 

for continuous skiing (and bicycling and hiking). Some trails, such as the 

Mendenhall Lake shoreline trail and a West Glacier ski loop trail, are already in 

preliminary design phases, while others, such as the new connector trails in the 

Montana Creek Natural Area Park and Spaulding Meadows, need land manager 

support through planning and design. Improved ski access on the Amalga Trail, 

aka Eagle Glacier Trail, is also under redesign by the USFS.  Find a suitable 

location for a biathlon facility 

 

● Ten-year goals include a road to Spaulding Meadows that would include a shared 

trailhead where motorized and non-motorized users can park and go in separate 

directions. We also envision the completion of a world-class system of 

interconnected trails along with warming huts and recreational cabins. Other long-

term opportunities identified are hardening ski loops in Gastineau Meadows and 

McGinnis Creek and building a biathlon facility. 
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PREFACE: This is a living document, a framework for discussion with membership and decision 

makers on future Nordic ski trail development. More detail will be added as information on new 

trails, their locations, and designs become available. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Juneau Nordic Ski Club (JNSC) is a 501c3 non-profit membership organization with a 

mission of “Getting more people on skis more often on more connected kilometers”. The club 

accomplishes these goals through grooming Nordic ski trails, developing youth skiing programs 

and offering events for members and the public. In this document, we define Nordic skiing as 

free-heel skiing on trails that are groomed for classic and/or skate skiing (Fig. 1). (see more 

definitions in the appendix) 

 

 

Figure 1. Nordic skiers on groomed trail, skate skiers on left and classic on right. 

More than 30 years ago JNSC adopted several public trails that were receiving little or no winter 

use and began grooming them for Nordic skiing. The groomed trail creates a compacted snow 

surface that allows additional use by dog walkers, fat bikers, snowshoers, school groups, 

hunters, fishermen, archers, teams, and motorized vehicles. JNSC has formal permissions in 

place with local government land managers for this grooming and trail maintenance. 

We hope that this document will help inform the JNSC membership; CBJ, USFS, ADNR and 

other land managers and decision makers; and the general public of JNSC’s current efforts and 
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its vision for the future. All will gain a better understanding of what trails the JNSC grooms, the 

level of use these trails receive, the need for new trails and kilometers to accommodate the 

increased numbers of Nordic skiers, and to prepare for a warming climate by adding new and 

extending existing trails at higher elevation or colder locations and to implement snow making 

where feasible.  

 

MOTIVATION: INCREASED DEMAND AND WARMING TRENDS  
 
Locations of Nordic trails in the Juneau region are shown in Figure 2.  This overview map 

includes trails that are currently groomed on a regular basis, trails that are occasionally 

groomed (“pop-up trails”), and trails that we propose be developed to meet increased skier 

demand.  As a result of JNSC’s advocacy, grooming efforts and long-term trail maintenance, 

local interest in Nordic skiing has exploded over the past two decades.  For example: 

⮚ The JNSC membership has increased by an order of magnitude, from 125 in 2016 to 

nearly 1000 in 2021. 

⮚ Youth participation in skiing programs has increased from 30 in 2016 to over 100 in 2021 

at the high school, middle school and junior Nordic levels. 

⮚ Trails groomed have increased from two, the Mendenhall Campground and Montana 

Creek, to upwards of five at times, including the Pioneer Road, Salmon Creek and 

Mendenhall Lake.  Accordingly, so has volunteer grooming efforts. 

⮚ Since its inception the JNSC has continually increased the events it sponsors, including 

races, waxing clinics, master classes, community events, and more.  In a typical winter 

season, the club hosts at least 15 such events. 

This increase in the popularity of Nordic skiing has now put a strain on our currently available 

groomed trails, especially at the easily accessible Mendenhall Campground and Montana Creek 

trail systems, where weekend skiers and other trail users can sometimes number in the 

hundreds. 

An aggravating factor is that most of Juneau’s current groomed Nordic trails lie at a low-

elevation and are typically about 3 to 5 km in length.  As a consequence of climate change the 

number of skiable days on these trails has been declining on average over the years.  For 

example, despite refrigerator effects from the Juneau Icefield (which typically keeps Mendenhall 

Valley a few degrees cooler), warmer and wetter winters in recent years have significantly 

reduced skiable days on the groomed Nordic trails at the Mendenhall Campground (elevation 65 

ft).  The trail system at the Eagle Beach State Recreation Area (EBSRA) is likewise being 

affected.  

The reliably colder and popular Montana Creek Trail has also had thinner snow packs in recent 

years, often requiring skiers to walk the upper road before reaching skiable conditions.  An 

additional complicating factor is the CBJ allowance of motorized use during the winter grooming 

season on the Montana Creek Trail groomed snowpack.  The effect of motorized use is two-

fold: the first is safety issues between skiers and ATVs on a narrow, winding trail; the second is 
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rutting of the groomed trail that requires additional grooming to smooth ruts before being safe 

for skiers.  

 

Figure 2.  Approximate locations of Nordic ski trails in the Juneau Region: regularly groomed 

trails (red); “pop-up” occasional trails (blue); proposed new trails (yellow). 

Warming temperatures also affect trails at higher elevations, such as the Eaglecrest Lower Loop 

Trail (1100 ft), where a thinner snowpack and more frequent rain limited the number of skier 

days in recent years despite the fact that 35% of the trail is hardened. 

Unfortunately, despite the high snowfalls in 2020-21 and 2021-22 seasons, the prediction for 

our region is for warmer and wetter winters in coming years.   
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INVENTORY OF NORDIC TRAILS IN THE JUNEAU AREA      

 

Regularly Groomed Trails 

Montana Creek and Mendenhall Campground trails are the anchors for trails regularly groomed 

by JNSC and more recently, Pioneer Road. All three have hardened surfaces (gravel or 

pavement) and are groomed through agreements with the land managers at CBJ, USFS and by 

regulatory concurrence with ADNR. Grooming equipment and fuel are staged onsite near the 

trailheads, which facilitates grooming on a regular basis. An overview of the currently groomed 

trails as well as proposed new trails and connector trails in the Mendenhall Glacier Recreational 

Area (MGRA) and the Montana Creek watershed (MMS) (known as the MMS- Mendenhall 

Montana Spaulding) is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

      
   . 

Figure 3. Overview of the MGRA and Montana Creek trail system, including currently groomed 

trails and proposed new trail development. 
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1. Mendenhall Campground: JNSC grooms ~3 km of novice -friendly relatively flat trails in 

the campground, normally providing 30-90 days of skiing per year (Fig. 4).  Perhaps the 

most popular Nordic groomed trail in Juneau, the campground can draw from one to two 

hundred skiers and other users on any weekend day.  Parking lots are typically full. 

 

      
 

Figure 4. Nordic trails in the Mendenhall Glacier Recreational Area (MGRA): the 

currently groomed Mendenhall Campground trail system (CG, red); “Pop-up” Mendenhall 

Lake trail (ML, blue).  Two proposed new trails are also shown: The Lake Shore trail (LS, 

orange) and the West Glacier Loop Trail (WGL, also orange). 

 

2. Montana Creek (Kaxdigoowu Héen): JNSC grooms 3.1 km of trails from the Hank 

Harmon Rifle Range to the turnaround at the end of the road, normally providing 100-

180 days of skiing per year from early November to May (Figs. 3, 4). The trail features a 

gradual ascent of about 100 m.  Montana Creek is one of Juneau’s most popular trails 

because of its dependable snow conditions due to cooler temperatures and sheltered 

aspect.  Often a hundred or more skiers will use the trails on weekends, causing parking 

problems at the trailhead that can aggravate users of the shooting range.  Allowance of 

motorized traffic on the trail is a concern of the JNSC because of safety issues. 
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Figure 5. Current Montana Creek groomed trail (MC, red). Also shown are several proposed 

additions and connector trails (yellow). WGL = West Glacier Loop; MMSC = MMS connector 

trail; and MV = McGuinness Valley trail 

 

 

3. North Douglas Pioneer Road: This scenic 5.5 km dirt road provides gradually 

ascending and rolling terrain ideal for Nordic skiing (Fig. 6).  JNSC has periodically 

groomed this trail since 2017 under an agreement with CBJ. JNSC volunteers routinely 

clear downed trees and encroaching saplings as needed.  The Pioneer Road has 

become an increasingly popular Nordic trail, especially for Downtown and Douglas 

Islanders.  However, future use for Nordic skiing will be curtailed by the next phase of 

road construction and development on the back side of Douglas Island.  
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Figure 6. Pioneer Road (red) 5.5 km (one way) trial on North Douglas Island. 

 

‘Pop-Up’ Groomed Trails (when snow conditions allow)  

 

4. Mendenhall Lake: Nordic trails are groomed on the lake with a connector to the 

campground whenever lake ice thickness is at least ~9”, as tested in multiple locations 

(Fig. 4). This thickness allows for safe use by grooming equipment.  Insufficient ice 

thickness in the past five      years has reduced and limited the number of skiable days 

on the lake to 0-30 days per year.  When groomable, trails on the lake add several kms 

of Nordic skiing to the campground system that attracts numerous skiers, especially on 

clear, blue sky days.  

 

5. Salmon Creek: This road is close to downtown and has a good base for a groomed 

Nordic trail, but the very steep initial 500 meters segment is a deterrent to novice skiers 

(Fig. 7). The remainder of the 3.2 km upper section consists of gentle gradually 

ascending terrain. JNSC first used this road in 2020. Erosion and landslides forced 

months-long closures of the road over the years, including in 2021.  
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Figure 7. Salmon Creek Road (blue) 3.2 km trail (one way) to powerhouse. 

      

6. Spaulding Meadows (Fig. 3, 10): although not currently groomed, JNSC hopes to begin 

setting classic tracks in the meadows using light weight, more portable grooming 

equipment as early as winter 2021-22.  The meadows are also listed here because of 

their current and future importance to Nordic skiing in Juneau.  Access currently requires 

a 2+ mile hike and 1500 ft ascent via one of three trails: John Muir, Spaulding Meadows, 

or Lake Creek, with the latter so-called “snowmobile” trail the most popular. The ascent 

is well worth the effort as these trails access a winter wonderland of lightly wooded 

rolling meadows (several thousand acres) with an abundance of snow at an elevation of 

~ 1500 ft.  The meadows are thus a premier location for hardy cross country and Nordic 

skiers throughout the winter and spring.   

 

Nordic Trails Groomed by Other Organizations: 

 

7. Eaglecrest Ski Area: Generally groomed 5 days a week by Eaglecrest staff, snowpack 

permitting, both the Lower Loop and the Upper Loop have desirable Nordic skiing terrain 

(Fig. 8).  Changing climate has closed or delayed grooming the Lower Loop in recent 

years due to a thinning snowpack and the mostly marshy muskeg base. However, 

completion of trail hardening should assist in maintaining the snowpack in low snow 

years. The Upper Loop has excellent terrain but can be difficult for beginner and 

intermediate skiers to access, requiring a hike up and down one of the downhill trails. 

The Upper Loop does not have a hardened surface that helps hold snow. This can delay 

grooming until well into winter, often not until January or February, because creeks, 

downed trees, bushes, and hummocks require a deeper snowpack for grooming. JNSC 

assists Eaglecrest groomers on the route and direction of grooming whenever 

requested. JNSC also assists with grooming in the pre- and post- season, as well as 

during low snowpack conditions, when a Pisten Bully is too heavy for the unhardened 

marshy terrain.   
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Figure 8. Current and proposed Nordic trail system at Eaglecrest ski area: lower (LL) 

and upper (UP) loops (red); and proposed Cropley Lake system (CL, yellow).  

 

8. Eagle Beach State Recreation Area: JNSC volunteer groomers and Alaska State 

Parks staff use State Parks equipment at this “out-the-road” seaside campground 

although grooming is inconsistent (Fig. 9). Temperatures are frequently lower at this 

farther north location and the 2-3 km of campground trails are relatively flat, thus a good 

venue for beginners and park users.  The snowpack can be inconsistent making 

grooming more sporadic over the last few years. A trail from the campground leads 

under the Glacier Highway bridge and connects to a ~ 1.5 km delightful forest loop, 

groomed for classic skiing only. 
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Figure 9. Eagle Beach State Recreational Area (EBSRA) trail system (EB, blue) and proposed 

Amalga Trail (AT, yellow).  The EBSRA is located about 45 km (28 mi) from downtown Juneau. 

 

CURRENT CAPACITY CHALLENGES      

1. Crowding on trails and at trailhead parking.  JNSC currently has nearly 1000 

members (March 2021).  The JNSC membership, as well as numerous other users, 

including Juneau school groups and the Juneau Nordic Ski Team, access and use the 

groomed trails regularly to ski, snowshoe, walk, dog walk, hunt, fish, archery practice or 

fat bike ride. Because of the ‘drive up’ accessibility of two of our main trail systems, 

Montana Creek and the Mendenhall Campground, they are often crowded, especially on 

weekends, lunchtime and after work hours. Skier-dog collisions and skier-skier collisions 

have occurred. The allowance of motorized use of Montana Creek by CBJ has increased 

the potentially dangerous encounters on that narrow and winding trail.  

2. Multiple sets of equipment.  Currently JNSC has 3 sets of rollers, Ginzu groomers, and 

snow machines at its three primary locations, plus an additional set for use elsewhere as 

needed, such as regular equipment failure or when snowpack is available for ‘pop-up’ 

grooming. By interconnecting several trails (e.g., Mendenhall and Montana Creek) we 

can maximize efficient use of our current grooming equipment by consolidating grooming 

operations, providing logistical and cost benefits. 
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OUR VISION FOR FUTURE TRAIL DEVELOPMENT 

 

The Mendenhall – Montana Creek – Spaulding Meadows Intertie (MMS): 

 

Our vision for future trail development includes as a centerpiece creating new trails and 

interconnections between these three regions to create a world-class system of Nordic skiing 

and hiking trails as depicted in Figs. 3 and 10.  The proposed trail system would extend from the 

Mendenhall Glacier Visitors Center, through the Montana Creek watershed, and up into 

Spaulding Meadows.  The trail system, segments of which are described below, would include 

following: 1) trails proposed in the Mendenhall Glacier Recreational Area (MGRA) Master Plan; 

2) a connection to the current Montana Creek trail; 3) creation of a McGinnis Meadows trail; 4) 

rehabilitation of the Montana Creek to Windfall Lake trail to Nordic ski standards; 5) connector 

trails to access Spaulding Meadows; and 6) a road to access Spaulding Meadows. Together, 

these trails would constitute the Mendenhall – Montana Creek – Spaulding Meadows Intertie 

(MMS), a world-class trail system for Nordic skiing and hiking.     

 

5 Year Goals: Add 15 kilometers, or more, of groomed trails by 2025, preferably at higher 

elevations and/or colder regions. 

 

A. Near-term Opportunities: 

1. Mendenhall Lake Shoreline Trail.  The first portion of the MMS would follow the 

Mendenhall Lake shoreline with a new trail from the visitor center to the Mendenhall 

Campground via a connector bridge across Mendenhall River (Fig. 4) as described in 

the MGRA Master Plan. Trail and bridge width will allow Nordic grooming for skate and 

classic skiing tracks. Trail development could start as early as 2022. 

2. West Glacier Loop Trail. The current MGRA Master Plan includes the West Glacier 

loop trail, as proposed by JNSC to the USFS and mapped by volunteers.  This six-

kilometer loop trail (Fig. 4) would connect and extend the existing Mendenhall 

Campground trail system using grooming equipment already stationed there. 

Development of this trail has received broad support from the JNSC membership, the 

USFS, and Trail Mix.  Trail development could be as early as 2022.  

3. Mendenhall Campground to Montana Creek intertie.  The two trail systems would be 

connected by a new trail following the Tolch Rock trail and then turning northwest 

towards Montana Creek following the topography at the ~200’ elevation (Figs. 4, 5 and 

10).   The trail would bypass uphill of private property and be routed to avoid the Hank 

Harmon Rifle Range. Development of a Master Plan for this region has been initiated 

and is being facilitated by CBJ.   

4. Restoration and upgrading of the Montana Creek to Windfall Lake primitive trail. 

This option, as proposed by the USFS, would potentially add ~ 8 – 10 km to the 

Montana Creek system (Fig. 10), but is currently stalled until competing user and 

government agency issues are resolved. Trail restoration would qualify for GAOA 
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funding.  Development of a Master Plan for this region has been initiated and is being 

facilitated by CBJ.  Separating motorized vs. non-motorized users is a JNSC prime goal.  

An opportunity to separate these users could include a shared trailhead leading to 

segregated user zones. This may include a bridge over Montana Creek to access the 

lower McGinnis slopes for Nordic skiing.    

 

 
 

Figure 10. Mendenhall – Montana Creek – Spaulding Meadows Intertie (MMS) proposed Nordic 

trails: Spaulding Meadows (SM, yellow) and interconnects to Montana Creek; connector to 

Windfall Lake (MC-WL, purple); Lake Creek Road access (LCR, magenta); Windfall Lake to 

Peterson Lake connector (WL-PL, orange).  MGRA trails and other connectors also shown.  

Together, these trails would constitute the Mendenhall – Montana Creek – Spaulding Meadows 

Intertie (MMS), a world-class trail system for Nordic skiing and hiking.   

  

5. Connector trails to Spaulding Meadows.  Two connector trails are envisioned (Figs. 3 

and 10).  The first would start at the end of the current Montana Creek trail turnaround, 
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then climb westward and switch back up to Spaulding Meadows. The second trail would 

originate near the juncture of the Montana Creek primitive trails with the Windfall Lake 

trail and ascend a shoulder southward to Spaulding Meadows. Development of a Master 

Plan for this region has been initiated and is being facilitated by CBJ.  

6. Amalga Trail upgrade.  Although not part of the MMS, we list it here because it would 

add kms to the existing EBRA trail system described above.  The USFS has submitted a 

proposal to the Great American Outdoors Act (GAOA) initiative for the restoration and 

rerouting of the Amalaga (Eagle Glacier) Trail system (Fig. 9).  The first 1.5 km lies 

within the Eagle Beach SRA.  Plans call for an 8-foot-wide trail over this section of the 

trail, wide enough to extend a classic track to a viewpoint on the river, and is a logical 

extension of the present EBSRA Nordic Trail system.  The next 3 kilometers lies on 

USFS land.  In discussions with USFS staff JNSC expressed its desire that the new trail 

alignment be wide enough to groom for classic skiing, and perhaps even farther to reach 

the Eagle Glacier cabin.  If GAOA funding is approved, work is slated to begin in 2023.  

B.  Additional 5-year Goals: 

7. Develop a pop-up grooming spot as a regular daily grooming spot (Salmon Creek, 

Gastineau Meadows, Horse Tram Trail).  

8. Own and maintain sufficient grooming equipment to take advantage of snow at all 

elevations and groom pop-up locations.  Transition to electric powered snow machines. 

9. Install lighting at Mendenhall Campground for night skiing. 

10. Implement portable or permanent snow-making at Mendenhall Campground and 

Montana Creek. (Note: Sweden has perfected the small, portable snowmakers). 

11. Work with Eaglecrest management to improve and refine the grooming program, and 

advocate for the Juneau Nordic community that use the Eaglecrest trails. Support 

Eaglecrest plans to complete hardening several sections of the Lower Loop and 

encourage future hardening of the Upper Loop as well as installing snow-making at the 

Upper Loop. 

12. Encourage and assist Eaglecrest in developing and grooming a traverse ski trail to 

Cropley Lake region, including a day-use cabin facility as well as developing a Nordic 

trail system there (Fig. 8).         

13. Establish a site for a biathlon facility. The JNSC Biathlon Subcommittee is working on a 

multi-season, multi-sport facility located in a yet-to-be-determined location. Siting ideas 

and grant funding applications to accomplish this are in development. 

 

C. 10 Year Goals: Add multiple kilometers of groomed trails by 2030, preferably at higher 

elevation and/or colder regions. 
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1. Develop a road to Spaulding Meadows that would create a trailhead at higher elevation, 
approximately ~ 460 m (~1500 ft), where snow falls earlier and remains longer (Figs. 3 
and 10). JNSC sees construction of a road to Spaulding Meadows as an important 
opportunity for maintaining accessible Nordic ski trails for the general public as climate 
change continues. JNSC seeks to partner with the Juneau Snowmobile Club to make 
this improved access and equity to Spaulding Meadows a reality for both user groups. 

2. Along with (1) above, expand the Nordic trail system in Spaulding Meadows to Auke 
Mountain. (Figs.3 and 10).  

3. Harden additional trails and accesses such as a new loop on Lawson Creek/Gastineau 
Meadows.  

4. Build new Nordic trails along McGinnis Creek, including a new bridge across Montana 
Creek (Figs. 3 and 5). These trails would cross State (DNR) land, USFS property, and 
access CBJ property (formerly patented mining claims on flanks of Mt. McGinnis).  

5. Develop a system of warming huts and recreational use cabins along the MMS trail 
system. 

6. Develop a biathlon facility.       

 

SUMMARY 

Growing demand for cross country skiing in Juneau warrants increased trail development, 

including connectors between existing trails and improved access to higher elevation trails. 

Developing Nordic trails at higher elevations and/or at colder regions, as well as implementing 

snow-making, is critical to a successful future Nordic skiing in Juneau as we adapt to a 

changing climate with warming temperatures. New trails should be non-motorized and be multi-

use, multi-seasonal. Many agencies, funders, land owners, and volunteers will need to work 

together to make these goals a reality. The JNSC encourages the CBJ, USFS, ADNR, and 

other public and private landowners to use the information and goals in this Juneau Nordic Ski 

Trail Development Plan in their development plans.   
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Our trails wind through Lingít Aaní. Gunalchéesh to the T’aaḵu Kwáan and A’akw Kwáan, 

people who have inhabited and cared for the lands within and around Anax Yaat Andagan Yé 

(Douglas) and Dzantik’i Héeni (Juneau) since time immemorial. We invite you to join us in using 

the traditional names of the places we stride, alongside a commitment to better understanding 

the rich and complex history of this place we call home. Ski respectfully. Gunalchéesh. 
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APPENDIX 

MMS- Mendenhall Montana Spaulding 

 

DEFINITIONS and VOCABULARY 

NORDIC SKIING: is defined as free-heel skiing on trails that have been groomed for classic 

tracked and skate skiing techniques.  

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING: is defined as free-heel skiing on terrain that may or may not have           

been groomed.  

TELEMARK/AT: is defined as free-heel uphill/downhill skiing that takes advantage of natural 

terrain and snow conditions. AT style usually requires special boot bindings that are used to 

connect the heel to the ski for a downhill ski. 

CLASSIC SKIING: diagonal stride-and-glide skiing when skis are sliding in a grooved track. 

SKATE SKIING: a side to side forward gliding method for skiing on a smooth wide compressed 

track. 

ROLLERS: an attachment to the motorized grooming vehicle with compactor (Fig. A1). A Roller 

is 6+ ft wide.  The Yellow Stone Track (YS) HDPE Roller Compactor is built for fast preparation of 

ski trails regardless of new snow depth.  The combination of roller and finisher in one-unit compacts 

and finishes snow in one pass.  A lightweight track setter can be attached to the rear crossbar to 

compact, finish and set track in one pass. 

● Weight:  330 lbs                      

● Roller width:  66”                                  

● Roller diameter:  28”                              

● Compactor width:  72”                           

● Compactor Comb width:  80”  

 

 

Figure A1.  Roller used for compacting fresh snow. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/169-gQO4R3Jy-j2bsoydnV6R7iTk9Bl-C
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GINZU: Ginzu is an attachment to the motorized grooming vehicle that comes in 7’ and 5’ 

widths (Fig. A2). The Ginzu groomer is used for skate skiing and a single classic ski trail 

preparation. There are 2 rows of double knives that provide accurate, progressive cutting of the 

snow surface to loosen it and create a corduroy track for a skate lane and to mold a classic track.       

● Weight: 205 lbs 

● Knife cutting width: 30” 

● Outside frame width: 37” 

● Overall mat width: 60” 

 

 

Figure A2.  JNSC snowmobile towing Ginzu. 

CAN AM:  is a motorized tracked vehicle that takes the attachments of Ginzu and Rollers and 

can compress and groom up to 51” wide (Fig. A3). 

 

Figure A3. Can-Am 4-track with plow. 
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SNOWMOBILE or SNOWMACHINE: an electric or gas-powered sled for grooming attachments. 

Generally, needs 48” wide bridges for access (Fig. A2). 

GROOMING: the general term regarding the effort to compress and form snow into a longer 

lasting surface useful for skiers. 

HARDENED SURFACE: A compacted dirt, gravel, or rock base that better allows grooming 

equipment to compress snow cover for a longer lasting groom. 

The bridge widths needed with current (2021) equipment needs to be 84” wide plus 12” + for 

clearance = 96” to accommodate for skate and classic grooming. For classic only grooming a 

bridge of 5’ width is necessary.   


